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Abstract- This paper presents techniques for the design of interleaved system. In addition to accurate closed-loop output
high-power Lundell alternators with integrated switched-mode voltage control, we introduce means to provide (partial)
rectifiers. A multi-section stator winding and interleaved synchronous rectification for reduced loss, and demonstrate
rectifier arrangement is introduced that enables high power the ability to achieve tight load dump transient control within
levels to be achieved using small semiconductor devices, and the requirements of 42 V electrical systems [27].
which greatly reduces the output filter capacitor requirements. The paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews the
We also demonstrate control methods suited to this interleaved
system. In addition to accurate closed-loop output voltage gneral priciples underlyingith aln dswignhad-control, we introduce methods to provide (partial) synchronous introduces the interleaved winding and switched-mode
rectification for reduced loss, and to provide tight load dump rectifier structure we propose. The physical construction of
transient control. The proposed technology is validated in the the alternator system and integrated electronics is also
design and experimental evaluation of a 42 V, 3.4 kW alternator described. Section III describes the control approach utilized
with fully integrated power electronics and controls. The with the interleaved architecture. Means for providing output
prototype alternator achieves approximately a factor of 2.1 voltage control are described, along with means for
increase in power and 1.6 increase in power density as compared implementing synchronous rectification of the active devices.to~~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~ipeetn sycrnu rectificationofd-eciethetctivndevcesto a conventional diode-rectified alternator. Experimental results demonstrating the efficacy of the control

implementation are also presented. The load dump protection
I* INTRODUCTION control scheme implemented in the system is also described,

There is an emerging need for automotive generators that along with experimental results demonstrating the ability to
can provide higher output power and power density, meet the requirements of 42 V systems. Finally, Section IV

improved efficiency, and better transient response (including concludes the paper.
load dump suppression.) Moreover, there is an interest in
developing electrical systems at a higher voltage (42 V) to II. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
better accommodate more electrical power in automobiles, A. Switched-Mode Rectification and Load-Matching Control
and to achieve economies available through tighter Conventional three-phase Lundell alternators employ asuppression of overvoltage transients. These challenges have diode bridge to rectify the generated ac voltages, and regulate
motivated a variety of research into automotive alterator the output voltage via field control. By exchanging the diodesdesign in recent years (e.g., [1-26]).Peviousiwrkcenhears shown, t sih-o rcf in the bottom half of the rectifier bridge for active devices

such as power MOSFETs, a semi-bridge switched-modecoupled with appropriate controls can provide dramatic rectifier (SMR) is obtained (Figi). The switched-mode
improvements in the power capability, efficiency, and rectifier provides additional means of controlling the
transient response of both Lundell and permanent magnet alternator. As shown in [10] and elsewhere, by modulatingalternators [10-19, 24-26]. This paper carries this strategy the switches with an appropriate duty ratio (at a high
forward, and presents the design and experimental evaluation frequency compared to the machine electrical frequency), the
of a high-power 42 V Lundell alternator having the power alternator output characteristics can be matched to the outputelectronics and control circuitry fully integrated with the in a manner that provides greatly increased power capability
machine. The new design is shown to provide -1000 and efficiency across speed and power.
increase in output power and power density over a As shown in [10], the output power of an alternator withconventional alternator design, along with significant this SMR can be found as:
improvements in load dump transient performance. To
achieve this, we introduce a multi-section winding and 3(1- , J(ko)it - (21 )v (t
interleaved rectifier arrangement that enables high power -P-Jout=\V
levels to be achieved using small semiconductor devices, and 27 (>Ls
which greatly reduces the output filter capacitor requirements.
We also demonstrate control methods suited to this Where
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PoW is the alternator output power Figure 2 Alternator power capability vs. speed for diode rectification and for
d is the duty ratio of the active switches load matching control (e.g., with a switched-mode rectifier). Measured curves
Ls is the synchronous inductance of the stator winding are for the alternator machine used in the prototype.
c9 is the alternator angular electrical frequency achievable in a small volume using film or multi-layer
k is the altemator field current, and ceramic capacitors (see, e.g., [10]), but does represent a
k is the machine constant (line-neutral back EMF voltage significant cost element. A second challenge relates to sizingmagnitude Vs = k Io -if) of the semiconductor switches. At 14 V output, reasonably

Toobtainimproved performance,dutyratiodiscontrolledu high-power alternators can be implemented with single-dieTo obtain improved performance, duty rato d lSintrolle plastic-packaged devices, owing to the wide availability of

altoemator(maximum that provis l low-resistance 30 V and 20 V MOSFETs for low-voltage
alternator (maximizing P0~ in (1)): applications. At 42 V output, however, it is more difficult to

d -1 7k (2) realize the circuit of Fig. 1 without resorting to paralleled
match 1- V devices or devices modules (as used in [10]), especially when

. . seeking to achieve high output power and temperature ratings.
By selecting appropriate combinatons of duty rahto and field Here we demonstrate a design strategy that addresses both
current, the alternator output power can be controlled up to a of the above challenges. Instead of the design of Fig. 1, we
maximum that is a function of the alternator speed. The employ an interleaved machine and rectifier configuration, as
machine stator winding (which influences k and Ls) is selected illustrated in Fig. 3. In this approach, the system is
to provide the desired capability for a specified output voltage constructed from a numberNct of small rectifier cells
V0 (e.g., 14 V or 42 V)t. Figure 2 shows the output power connected in parallel, with each cell fed from a separate
capability for the prototype Lundell machine (for an
appropriate stator winding) with both diode rectification and
load matched operation (as with switched-mode rectification). Field Windng SMR Cell] I1
As can be seen, the additional flexibility provided by the Lf R _X
switched mode rectifier yields tremendous improvements in VA I Ls Rs 'ol
output power capability across the speed range. Moreover, as VBI
shown in [10], this can be achieved at higher efficiency and

VI

lower operating temperatures. Vc
Stator Winding ]

B. An Interleaved Alternator Design
While the use of switched-mode rectification offers major

opportunities, it also poses some practical challenges. One
issue to be addressed is the pulsating ripple current at the
output of the switched-mode rectifier. Unlike a diode rectifier, SMR CellN,
the output current of the SMR of Fig. I pulsates at the
switching frequency, yielding an RMS ripple current into the VAN,

rectifier output capacitor that is on the order of Io1(d (1-d))12. VBN,
where Io is the average alternator output current. Low VCNC
equivalent-series-resistance (ESR) capacitors with high ripple
current rating are, therefore, required to absorb this ripple Stator WindingNc
current and contribute to EMI filtering. This is certainly _ 8 l

1 Neglecting device drops and other second-order effects, the same power
capability can be achieved at any specified output voltage VO by an Figure 3 Schematic of multi-winding machine and interleaved switched-mode
appropriate rewinding of the stator. rectifier.
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Figure 6 Stator winding configuration for the 4-SMR-cell alternator system. Each winding comprises 72 series turns made with 17' 2 AWG wire (48 wires per
slot). Adjacent sectors having different phase sets share only one slot, limiting magnetic coupling to a small value [25].

eliminating practical concerns about circulating current. The series resistors. Control is provided by a MC68HC908
only disadvantage observed in this highly separated winding Microcontroller which controls both the switched-mode
scheme is that any mechanical offset in the position of the rectifier and provides PWM field control. The switched-mode
rotor from the true center of the stator can yield differences in rectifier operates at a switching frequency of 100 kHz,
gap (and hence back emf) among different phase sets. The representing a reasonable tradeoff between switching and
back emf variations that were encountered in practice were conduction loss, while the field is pulse-width modulated at
only on the order of 500, however, which was found to be 12.5 kHz. A custom aluminum heat sink was designed based
acceptable. on thermal models for the alternator developed in [17, 23]; a

photograph of the devices mounted to the heat sink is shown
D. Rectifier Design and Integration in Fig. 4. Acceptable temperature rises at the device cases of

The rewound machine described above has been coupled less than 50 °C were found for all operating conditions
with a four-cell (Nc = 4) switched mode rectifier (Fig. 3) to evaluated. Further details of the electrical and thermal design
realize a 3.4 kW, 42 V alternator. This alternator has the and testing of the switched-mode rectifier may be found in
power electronics and control circuitry fully integrated into [23-26].
the machine. To accommodate the prototype switched-mode
rectifier, heat sink, and sensors, the alternator case was III. CONTROL
extended by approximately 4 cm (roughly by a factor of 1.3). Control of the alternator encompasses a number of tasks.
As the redesigned alternator achieves a factor of 2.1 increase Foremost is the regulation of the output voltage across
in output power (Fig.2), we have achieved more than a factor variations in load. This is achieved through control of both
of 1.6 improvement in power density. (Based on our
subsequent work, we believe that the rectifier could be
incorporated with no increase in case length, promising over a
factor of two improvement in power density.) A photograph
of the prototype alternator (with thermocouples attached and
internal node voltages brought out) is shown in Fig. 7.

Based on our design studies (including [17, 23-26]), it is
expected that a three-cell interleaved design would have been
adequate for meeting the target performance and
semiconductor thermal requirements to ambient temperatures
beyond 85 'C. However, we developed the four-cell design in
to make better use of the available heat sink area and achieve
higher temperature capability. Each of the four cells utilizes
three IRFB43 10 MOSFETs (100 V, 5.6 mQ., TO-220 package)
and three 3OCTQ100 Schottky diode pairs (100 V, 2 x 30 A,
TO-220 package), locally bypassed with three 0.47 ~iF ceramic
capacitors. Note that the voltage ratings of the semiconductor

MOSFET arediven fom IR426S gae drivrs via4 7 Q electronics are completely integrated. Numerous voltages and temperaturesMOSFETs aredriven from 1R4426S gate drivers via 4.7 ~~ ~~~~~~~~are brought out for evaluation purposes.
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Figure 9 Example of ripple cancellation with interleaving for two interleaved
cells.

two-cell system operating at a 5000 duty ratio (d =0.5), the
pulsating currents from the individual cells add to provide a

Figure 8 The experimental setup used to test the prototype system. The continuous (small-ripple) output current waveform. Thus, a
system enables measurement of voltages, currents, and temperatures across a two-cell system can ideally be operated at d = 0
wide range of drive and load conditions. Details of the experimental (corresponding to diode rectification) or d 0.5 with minimal
apparatus and methods may be found in [26].

switching ripple. Likewise, in a four-cell system (Nc = 4), the
the alternator field current and the switching pattern of the cell switching ripple currents cancel completely for duty ratios
rectifier. Control of the field and switched-mode rectifier d of 0, 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75. By accepting operation at only
should also be performed in a manner that meets other goals, these specific duty cycles, significant reductions in capacitor
such as maintaining high efficiency and controlling output rating and filtering requirements can be achieved at the
ripple. Additionally, there is a need to handle fault conditions. expense of design complexity.
One requirement is to limit the "load dump" voltage transient The alternator design demonstrated here takes advantage
that can occur when the battery is suddenly disconnected from of this "perfect cancellation" interleaving strategy. Because
the alternator while drawing high current [34-43]. In this we constrain the control to only discrete duty ratios, the load
section we describe how these control requirements are matching condition indicated in (2) and illustrated in Fig. 2 is
addressed in the prototype system, and present experimental not achieved precisely across speed. However, in our four-
results that validate our methods. A photograph of the cell design there is sufficient flexibility with four available
experimental setup is shown in Fig. 8. duty ratios (d = 0, 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75) to make a reasonable

approximation to load-matched performance at heavy loads.
A. Switched-Mode Rectifier Control Fig. 10 shows experimental measurements of alternator output

Multiple possibilities exist for controlling the output power at full field current and at each of these duty ratios
voltage and current of the interleaved alternator configuration across speed. Fig. 11 demonstrates automatic duty ratio
of Fig. 3. In each case, one selects a combination of field switching to achieve near load-matched power across speed;
current and duty ratio that provides sufficient power to the two curves illustrate performance for increasing and
regulate the output. One straightforward possibility is to decreasing speed, respectively.
operate the interleaved system exactly as a single-cell design,
but with the gating waveforms of the cells interleaved Outuput Power vs Speed and Duty Cycle (11 point average)
appropriately. For example, one might select the field current 3500
and duty ratio according to the efficiency-optimizing 3500
controller of [10], and simply phase shift the gating 3000
waveforms to the individual cells by appropriate amounts. 2500
With this strategy, the switching ripple current into the output

% 2000 -_capacitor is reduced by an amount that depends on the number .
of cells and the duty ratio, and the fundamental switching ; 1500
ripple frequency is increased by a factor Nc (e.g., see [25, 28- 1000

33]).
Another control possibility arises from the fact that the 500

switching ripple currents delivered by the interleaved cells 0I
cancel completely for certain duty ratios (e.g., see [25, 28- 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000
30]), yielding an output waveform that is ideally free of Speed (RPM)
switching ripple. For example, as illustrated in Fig. 9, in a Figure 10 Experimental output power at full field and each allowed duty ratio

(rising from left to right: d= 0.75, 0.5, 0.25, and 0).
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Figure 11 Experimental output power at full field with automatic duty-ratio ,A ,
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B. Output Voltage Regulation JuL1 rJT|
Given the selected restriction to a discrete set of SMR duty

ratios for ripple cancellation, the question arises of how to Figure 12 Circuit and method for detecting alternator speed and phase current
maintain output regulation across alternator speed and load. direction. This information is used in controlling the SMR duty ratio and
The strategy adopted in our prototype system is to select an implementing synchronous rectification.
appropriate duty ratio based on alternator speed (with a small
amount of hysteresis in the transition points), and to regulate dt ai wn ewe eoadmxmm mlamount ohsriitersi pisummed error term (digital integral term) is also added intothe output power within that speed range via field control. the fi
Table 1 shows the transition speeds for switching among the eld dt tio togrovidergood steady-state performance,
allowed duty ratios, and illustrates the hysteresis in the but the gain of this integral term iS sufficiently small that it
trnstins does not compromise the dynamics of the proportionaltransitions. cnrl
In realizing this control scheme, there is a need to detect control.

the alternator speed. Figure 12 illustrates the method and Fiue1shwho felcrenvaessafntonfcircuitryafordpetetin igualternato speedstrshepulsating vage speed to maintain the desired output at a variety of loads
atrciterafofdethrtingaltematorspeedRMFTse melsasurevtand ranging from 100 W to 2500 W. The speed points where the
filthedredito pov set digiTasials each sna duty ratio transitions occur are clearly visible. Figure 14

shows output power vs. speed for the alternator for a numberindicates the direction of the current of that alternator phase. of fixed load currents. Notice how the effect of duty ratio
By measuring the period of the signals, the electrical transitions and field current variations and transitions cancelfrequency and alternator speed is easily determined.
Moreover, these signals can be used for implementing partial topouetedsrdcntnloe cossed Figursycreonouthser if in(asdanbeuscred bow. . 15 shows a scatter plot of the alternator output voltage across
sycrnu rectfictio (a .d.s.ribedbelow). speed and load power; almost all of the points fall within+/Alternator field current is adjusted between 0 and a s

maximum value (nominally 3.6 A) by pulse-width Field Current vs Speed @ Various Output Powers
modulation. As the field is wound for a 14 V output but is 4.0
driven from 42 V in our design, the field duty ratio is limited __ _ _ _
to a maximum value of 28% (below 330/O). Field duty ratio is
adjusted based on output voltage error mainly via proportional O3.0=*lOW
control, with a voltage deviation of +/-2.68 V causing a field 2.5 500W

F- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. 1.5 ~~~~~~~~~~~~2000W__________ Transitionf TaWl .2500W
Duty Transition Transition 1.0

Cycles Speed Speed 0.5
for Decreasing d for Increasing d |__ _

0.5, 0.75 2001 rpm 1744rpm 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000
0.25, 0.5 3212 rpm 2839 rpm |Speed (RPM)
0, 0.25 4360 rpm 3938 rpm Figure 13 Experimental measurement of field current (scale 0 - 4 A) vs.

Table 1 Transition speeds for increasing and decreasing the switched-mode- alternator speed at various output power levels (100 W, 500 W, 1000 W, 1500
rectifier duty ratio. W, 2000 W, 2500 W).
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Figure 14 Experimental measurement of output power (scale 0 - 3000W) vs. Chi 20 V2 V isl f 2 V
alternator speed at various load current levels (2.7 A, 12.3 A, 24.3 A, 36.0 A,
47.6 A, 59.1 A). Figure 16 Experimental measurement of a MOSFET drain voltage (Ch. 1) and

the digital phase current direction signal (Ch. 2) generated by the circuit of

0.4 V of the setpoint of 42.0 V. These results demonstrate the Fig. 12.
ability to regulate the output across a wide speed and load method. Because of this, and to accommodate the fact that the
range with the proposed control approach. span of the desired on pulse varies with speed and load, we

C. Synchronous rectification only set the synchronous rectification pulse width to 85% of

In order to maintain high efficiency, it is desirable to the time indicated by our detection scheme, thus providing
achieve at least prilsome operating margin. Moreover, whenever the alternatoracheveat eatprtil sncronus ectfiatin wth he first starts up or changes duty ratio, the synchronous

MOSFETs in the switched-mode rectifier. That is, in order to rficarti upu ar trngesduof ran theo ynchrease
reduce loss we would like to turn the MOSFETs on when the .tiri dation over a nme of clens Tin sealow
phase currents would otherwise pass through the MOSFET thefici ope.ration und mbesa tt condit. is withou
body diodes. This requires some means to detect the direction
of the phase current. We achieve this without the need for causing problems during transients.

drccillustrated in Testing of the proposed synchronous rectification schemedirect c nt mesurements ui gute1approach demonstrated its efficacy. It was found that synchronous
Fig. 12 and described above. Figure 16 illustrates the retfcio alyspvdsanmrvmntnoeaig
pulsating drain voltage of the MOSFET along with the digital

r

temperatures of the switched-mode rectifier. Considering the

signtion. The migicroprocess indicating phase current worst-case thermal points for the switched-mode rectifier at

direction are used to synthesizendicating phasefcurren each duty ratio, it was found that synchronous rectificationdiretio arusdtosynhesze yncronos rctiicaion lowered diode temperature an average of 4.6 °C and MOSFET
pulses to hold the MOSFETs on during the appropriate time
period. Note that when the MOSFET is held on, we cannot temperature an average of 7.4 'C (on the order of 10% of total

detect a dir n ctemperature rise). Detailed measurements for a variety ofdetect a direction change for the phase current with this oeaig odtosma.efudi 26.A hr snoperating conditions may be found in [26]. As there iS no
additional hardware expense and little control complexity to

Output Voltage vs Speed @Various Output Powers realizing the proposed synchronous rectification scheme, its

42.4 use is well justified.

42.2 D. LoadDump Transient Control
* 100W Control of load-dump transients is another important

.v X m500W aspect of alternator design. This is particularly important in

41 427V electrichali systems, since the proposed trabnsient imits
. 2500W typically achieved with Lundell alternators (e.g., see. [34-43]).

041.4 _______________________________ The SMR alternator can achieve significantly improved output
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ voltage transient response as compared to a diode rectified

41.2 alternator [10]. When a load dump event takes place, the
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 output current of the alternator has no place to go so the

Speed (RPM) output voltage builds up. If the increase in output voltage is
Figure 15 Experimental measurement of output voltage (scale 41.2 V - 42.4 sensed, and the MOSFETs in the rectifier are turned on when
V) across speed (scale 0 - 6000 RPM) at output power levels from 100 W to the voltage exceeds a threshold, the alternator current can be
2500 W.
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TekRun: 25OkSIs Sample j Ext Trig It may be concluded that tight load dump control is
t'..... 2 achieved in the prototype system. Control of the switched-

: : : : mode rectifier under full-scale load dump transients yields a
.... h ~~~...................

X peak overvoltage of only 58 V on the 42 V system, without
..... : : : : : : undue stress on the semiconductor devices.

..

IV. CONCLUSION
This paper presents techniques for the design of high-power

_. Lundell alternators with integrated switched-mode rectifiers.
A multi-section stator winding and interleaved rectifier

+ . .1 : : : arrangement is introduced that enables high power levels to be
achieved using small semiconductor devices, and which
greatly reduces the output filter capacitor requirements. We

chi 10i V Ei 2o M.2i' ms E.t \ 2 Vr also demonstrate control methods suited to this interleaved
system. In addition to accurate closed-loop output voltage

Figure 17 Load dump transient response for a load step from 0.58 Q to 42 Q system. In a iontroduc lodsetoppoutpartiag
(-3024 W to A42 W) at 4500 rpm with no battery. Channel 1 shows alternator control, we introduce methods to provide (partial)
output voltage, while channel 2 shows alternator output current. The output synchronous rectification for reduced loss, and to provide
voltage transient is limited to 58 V. tight load dump transient control. The proposed technology is

validated in the design and experimental evaluation of a 42 V,
diverted from the output while the field current is reduced, 3.4 kW alternator with fully integrated power electronics and
and the high voltage transient associated with the energy controls. The prototype alternator achieves approximately a
stored in the machine synchronous reactance can be factor of 2.1 increase in power and 1.6 increase in power
eliminated. Moreover, shorting the output of the machine via density as compared to a conventional diode-rectified
the MOSFETs prevents the line-to-line back emf voltage of alternator, along with a substantial improvement in load dump
the alternator from appearing at the rectifier output. The performance.
strategy undertaken is thus to detect the occurrence of a load
dump transient overvoltage with a comparator. When a fault
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